DISCOGRAPHY
Select Sound and Video Recordings by Steven Feld

P=Producer
R=Recordist
A=Annotation
PH=Photography
F=Filmmaker
PEC=performer/composer

LP 12”

1985 Kaluli Weeping and Song; 12” stereo disc with notes in English and German, photos, map, transcriptions. Musicaphon/Music of Oceania series Kasel: Bärenreiter BM 30SL 2702 P/R/A/PH


Cassette
1983 Voices in the Forest (with Scott Sinkler) 30 minute program, National Public Radio; republished 1987, Wafe Sambo! 001, stereo cassette, with notes; republished 1988, Yearbook for Traditional Music, 20, part 2. P/R


CD/DVD

1994 Kaluli Song, in Jim Metzner, Pulse of the Planet: Extraordinary Sounds from the Natural World. Berkeley: The Nature Company. CD (track 3) & text (pp. 27-8). R/A


compilation, with Terra Nova 2(3). R/A


2000 Bonefied: Trombone Revenge. Xerx. PEC/P


2002 Soundscapes of New Year’s Week in Greek Macedonia. CD and notes (pp. 318-325) in Bright Balkan Morning: Romani Lives and the Power of Music in Greek Macedonia, Photographs by Dick Blau; Texts by Charles and Angeliki Keil, Soundscapes by Steven Feld. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press. R/A

2002 Bells and Winter Festivals of Greek Macedonia. Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. Soundscape recordings and notes; additional notes by Charles and Angeliki Keil; photographs by Dick Blau. P/R


2004 The Time of Bells, I: Soundscapes of Italy, Finland, Greece, and France. Voxlox 104. P/R/A/PH

2004 The Time of Bells, II: Soundscapes of Finland, Norway, Italy and Greece. Voxlox 204. P/R/A/PH


2005 Accra Trane Station, Tribute to a Love Supreme. VoxLox P/R/PEC


The Time of Bells, 4: Soundscapes of Italy, Denmark, Finland, Japan, Iraq/USA.
VoxLox 206 P/R/A/PH

2006 Accra Trane Station, Meditations for John Coltrane, VoxLox 107 P/R/A/PH/PEC

2007 Por Por: Honk Horn Music of Ghana. CD with 40 page booklet. Smithsonian Folkways Recordings. P/R/A/PH

2007 (CD+DVD) The Castaways Project (with Virginia Ryan), 32 page art booklet, audio CD, DVD, 15 minutes. VoxLox. P/R/A/PH/F

2007 Another Blue Train. Accra Trane Station. VoxLox. P/R/A.PH/PEC

2008 Accra Trane Station, +2 Topographies of the Dark. VoxLox. P/A/PH/PEC

2008 Nii Otoo Annan and Steven Feld, Bufo Variations. VoxLox. P/R/A/PH/PEC

2008 Alex Coke, Tina Marsh, Steven Feld. It’s Possible. VoxLox. PEC


2012 The Time of Bells, 5. DVD, 60 minutes. VoxLox. P/F

2013 Por Por He Sane/The Story of Por Por. DVD, 70 minutes. With Nii Yemo Nunu. VoxLox. P/F

2013 M.V. Labadi. DVD, 20 minutes. With Nii Yemo Nunu. VoxLox. P/F

2013 I Suoni dell’Albero, (soundscape composition CD), in I Suoni dell’albero: il Maggio di San Guiliano ad Accettura. Edited by Nicola Scaldaferr and Steven Feld. Udine: Nota/GEOS. R/A